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Abstract: We considered possibilities of an application of diffractive free-form optics in laser process-
ing of metallic materials in aerospace production. Based on the solution of the inverse problem of
heat conduction, an algorithm was developed that calculates the spatial distribution of the power
density of laser irradiation in order to create the required thermal effect in materials. It was found that
the use of diffractive optics for the laser beam shaping made it possible to obtain specified properties
of processed materials. Laser thermal hardening of parts made of chrome–nickel–molybdenum steel
was performed. This allowed us to increase the wear resistance due to the creation in the surface
layer of a structure that has an increased hardness. In addition, a method of laser annealing of
sheet materials from aluminum–magnesium alloy and low-alloy titanium alloys was developed.
Application of this method has opened opportunities for expanding the forming options of these
materials and for improving the precision in the manufacturing of aircraft engine parts. It was also
shown that welding by a pulsed laser beam with a redistribution of power and energy density makes
it possible to increase the strength of the welded joint of a heat-resistant nickel-based superalloy.
Increasing the adhesion strength of gas turbine engine parts became possible by laser treatment using
diffractive free-form optics.

Keywords: laser processing; diffractive optics; power and energy density; aerospace materials;
hardening; annealing; welding; adhesion strength

1. Introduction

Structural materials and components used in the aerospace industry are subjected to
extraordinarily harsh conditions during their service life. These include an extremely wide
range of operating temperatures and great mechanical loads. As the high specific strength
is obviously another prerequisite, the applicable materials are limited to high-strength
steels, nickel-based superalloys, and titanium alloys [1–3]. The important characteristics,
including durability, ductility, hardness, and toughness, are largely determined by the
internal structure of the materials. Control over these characteristics can be exercised
by determining the grain size, number and position of lattice defects, impurities, and
other substructural units, which requires the appropriate kind and localization of thermal
treatment [4–6]. The unrivalled and most versatile tool for executing such a treatment is the
laser, which is capable of various processing methods and transferring (inducing) precisely
defined amounts of energy to confined or hardly accessible regions, all the while avoiding
contact and causing vibrations [7–9].

Implementing and making purposeful use of a selected method of laser processing
require us to irradiate predefined areas of the material with an adequate and accurately
defined distribution of power density [10,11]. So far, practical solutions using various
optical systems satisfy this demanding requirement only to a certain degree, leaving the
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range of possibilities rather poorly exploited. In principle, any surface of an optical element
capable of focusing the laser beam in the needed way can be calculated. Unfortunately,
this does not mean such a surface can be manufactured. Optical elements with surfaces
deviating from the calculated shape are prone to causing various kinds of defects during
laser processing. Consequently, these do not provide the necessary control over the desired
specific modifications or changes in local areas. The current solution to this problem
is simple evasion of the use of the type of materials that react with a higher degree of
sensitivity to thermal changes. This approach is ineffective, and the possibilities of laser
processing are not fully exploited.

For the shaping of laser beams, different methods characterized by design variations
in optical systems were developed [12–14]. However, not all potential material processing
possibilities have been exhausted or realized. Therefore, in parallel with the development
of laser techniques, the technology of beam shaping has also progressed. For cutting,
marking, engraving, and drilling, simple objectives can sometimes be used; for example,
single lens objectives, one objective with two or three spherical or parabolic lenses, or a
single spherical mirror [15,16]. However, that is often not sufficient to focus a beam onto a
predetermined area of the workpiece. Except for some particular cases, neither one of the
existing optical systems for laser processing on zones of a predefined shape can provide
a simultaneous combination of such functional capabilities as generating the required
distribution of the power density and the concentration of all of the energy of the laser
beam into the processing zone of a desired shape with high reliability. Figure 1a shows
the geometry of the focusing of a laser beam with the complex amplitude F0 into a section
|x| ≤ d in the focal plane z = f [17]. The aperture of the optical element G is restricted by
the curves v = g1 (u) and v = g2 (u) and by sections of straight lines u = a and u = b. The
function µ (x, ε) characterizing the distribution of energy in the ε-vicinity of the focusing
section is introduced.

The use of optical elements with surfaces that have even a small deviation from
the calculated one can lead to the formation of various defects during the processing
phase. Examples include burning, a coarse-grained structure, local melts, and shape
distortions of sheet metal blanks due to uneven heat development across the width of the
heat-affected zone. The following defects, including those presented in Figure 1b,c [18],
are also characteristic: an uneven processing depth as well as an uneven distribution of
mechanical properties across the width of the heat-affected zone, including an insufficient
hardness of some areas due to heating below the targeted temperature. These defects
can be only prevented by preliminarily selecting materials with a wider temperature
range of the desired structural change. This is very inefficient because, in this case, the
performance properties will not be improved as significantly as they could be. That means
that the applied optical systems do not allow for the usage of all available advantages of
laser treatment.

Instead of applying optical elements not specifically harmonizing with the task, a
more recent approach utilizes diffractive free-form optics to control the power density
distribution of the laser beam more precisely. Early scientific investigations regarding the
basics of applying computer-synthesized diffractive optical elements to laser processing
have already been carried out and published [19–22]. Sufficient attention has been paid
to the development and application of special optical systems for laser beam shaping in
order to accurately distribute the power density. However, investigations on the effect of
a laser beam on materials in relation to the resulting power density in aerospace manu-
facturing have been limited. Therefore, only a small number of publications have been
devoted to improving the physical and mechanical properties using laser irradiation with
a predetermined power density distribution.

The main purpose of this article is to provide systematized information on the advan-
tages of using diffractive free-form optics that are designed based on the calculation of the
power density distribution of the beam for the creation a desired thermal effect during
laser processing of metal materials that are applied in aerospace manufacturing.
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Figure 1. Geometry of the focusing of a laser beam (a) [17], schematic images of deviations a′b′ from the calculated surface
ab as well as the function µ (x, ε) that characterize the distribution of energy [17] and resulting defects. Defects in the
cross-sections of the heat-affected zones of steels during laser processing: an uneven processing depth along the width
of the heat-affected zone of carbon tool steel (b) and local melts when processing alloy tool steel (c): 1—initial structure;
2—area of hardening without melting; 3—melting area [18].

2. Optical Systems for the Shaping of Laser Beams

Laser irradiation permits the creation of the high densities of heat flow in a small
surface area necessary for intense heating or melting of metallic materials [23–25]. The
occurring effects of the interaction between the beam and the metal depend on the ratio
of exposure time to relaxation time, as well as on the power density of the laser beam
during processing of alloys [26–28]. Phase transformations confined to micro volumes can
be explained by the known state diagrams of these alloys. Laser heat treatment methods
are similar to conventional methods for the thermal treatment of alloys and include laser
hardening, annealing, and tempering. The desired properties of the material are created
by an adequate change in the thermal state of the targeted spots in the material during
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laser irradiation [29,30]. The nature of the thermal processes is determined by the beam
characteristics (power density, distribution of the power density over the beam cross
section, and exposure time) as well as geometric parameters. Theoretical prediction of
thermal processes allows us to formulate the basic requirements for the parameters of the
laser irradiation in order to improve efficiency. The increasing capabilities of computing
tools justify the widespread use of numerical methods for solving the most complex tasks
of laser heating, including unsteady three-dimensional problems of nonlinear thermal
conductivity [31,32].

A characteristic feature of laser treatment in the range of power level densities applied
is that layer boundaries of zones of structural changes are practically located along the
lines of isotherms. These actually illustrate the temperature field, in this way showing
the temperature distribution in the heat-affected zone. Studies of the thermal state of the
surface layers of materials subjected to laser irradiation can be found in [33–36]. They
show that the characteristics of the temperature field in materials (the value and gradient
of temperatures, heating and cooling rates) are greatly influenced by beam parameters, the
movement speed of the heat source, the power density distribution of the beam, thermal
and physical characteristics, and the size of the processed objects.

In order to increase the width of the heat treatment zone, in [37,38] the recommenda-
tion can be found to perform multiple passes of the laser beam with overlapping zones.
During processing, the laser irradiation zones are superimposed on each other, which
causes unproductive energy losses due to laser pulses being spent on the re-heating of
already treated areas [39,40]. When processing with overlapping of heat-affected zones,
layers significantly differing in micro-hardness are obtained. This kind of thermal influence
on materials is generally undesirable. It conflicts with the high requirements for uniformity
in the depth of the treatment zone and the physical and mechanical properties of the
material [41,42]. As optimizing productivity, when pulse treating along a contour, tends
to increase the step size, the uniformity is further jeopardized. Still, it has to be ensured
that the required properties are not sacrificed by the treatment. To solve these tasks, it was
necessary to develop special optical systems for laser beam shaping. Such systems are
described in detail in [43,44]. Table 1 lists different optical systems that are currently used
for laser beam shaping with an intensity redistribution [43].

Table 1. Optical systems that are used for the shaping of laser beams with an intensity redistribution,
Data from [43].

Optical Systems

Individual lenses or mirrors
Lens and mirror systems from several elements

Faceted lenses or mirror segments
Movable mirrors, including oscillating, rotating, or polygonal mirrors

Scanning galvo systems
Beam integrators and homogenizers

Micro-optics
Diffractive optics

In principle, the surface shape of the optical element can be calculated by solving the
inverse problem of focusing [45]. Although we can calculate such surfaces, it is not currently
possible to manufacture any such surface by modern technical means. Recently [45,46],
free-form optics have been introduced for adapted beam shaping in laser heat treatment.
Intensity distributions that induce previously defined temporal and spatial temperature
profiles are generated by them. As shown in [47,48], both the calculation and manufacture
of optical elements that form a complex narrow-angle light distribution using total internal
reflection surfaces are quite complicated tasks. Currently, there are no general methods
for building a ray tracing function for an arbitrary region. Furthermore, when creating
complex beam distributions, the inverse problem of surface shape determination frequently
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cannot be solved due to violation of the integrability condition. In addition, to fabricate
the mirror using the available set of milling cutters, the reflective surface is smoothed by
rational B-splines. So, the radius of the normal curvature of the surface arrives at a certain
value [49]. According to [50], subsequent to special corrective machining for intensity
tailoring, the shape error of free-form mirrors could reach up to 200 nm. Such errors might
decrease the quality of the shaped irradiance distribution.

In this case, in order to focus the monochromatic beam, it is advisable to perform
a phase modulation of the wavefront [51]. It is performed depending on the phase and
intensity of the focusable beam and a predetermined power density distribution over the
focusing area. An accordance between the points of the wavefront of the focusable beam
and the points of the focusing area is maintained. A high monochromaticity and a long
coherence length of the laser beam enable the use of diffractive free-form optics for its
shaping. The characteristic heights of the microrelief of the diffractive optical elements
correspond to the order of the radiation wavelength. Such optical elements for a given
complex beam focusing can be produced by various methods [52–54]. Due to the flexibility
of computer designs and the capabilities of modern precision technologies to create a
microrelief, we obtain a unique optical tool for the required control of the wavefront or for
the predefined shaping of laser beams.

The laser system [21] (Figure 2) contains the laser beam source 1 on the optical axis,
and there is the optical system 6 for shaping the laser beam and transporting it to the
material under the process 10. The optical system contains at least one computer-generated
diffractive optical element (diffractive free-form optics) 8. The optical element is made
in the form of a reflective or transmissive plate with a micro-textured surface structure,
determined depending on the shape of the treatment zone 11, the distribution of the power
density and energy of the laser beam and its wavelength, with the possibility of rotation by
a predetermined angle or rotation with an angular velocity ωϕ.
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Figure 2. Laser system for material processing [21]: 1—laser technological unit; 2—laser; 3—beam;
4 and 5—devices for measuring the spatial distribution of the power density and energy of the beam;
6—optical system; 7—telescopic system; 8—diffractive optical element (diffractive free-form optics);
9—functional surface of the diffractive optical element; 10—processable material; 11—processing
area; 12—coordinate displacement device.
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3. Calculation of the Power Density Distribution of the Laser Beam to Create a
Desired Thermal Effect in Materials

During processing of metallic materials by a laser beam, the absorption characteristics
cause only some of the incident energy to lead to the formation of a surface heat source,
which also depends on the beam power and spatio-temporal parameters. The generated
heat propagates into the material. The temperature dependencies of optical and thermo-
physical coefficients are the cause of nonlinearities in the mathematical description of laser
beam heating. Therefore, most often it is necessary to use numerical methods to determine
the temperature [55], which does not exclude solutions reached by approximate analytical
methods in some cases.

The study of thermal processes allows us to identify common relations and the main
areas for the improvement of processes to initiate concentrated energy flows. Lasers’
effects on opaque materials in a wide range of power densities, of up to 1013 W/m2,
are satisfactorily described by the thermal model [56,57]. Material properties depend on
the thermal state. The nature of thermal processes is determined by the thermophysical
characteristics of processed materials (e.g., thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity,
surface heat transfer coefficient), laser-beam parameters (e.g., power density, cross-sectional
intensity distribution, spot geometry), and beam exposure time. Meaningful results can
be obtained by analytical methods, but these tend to be limited by the assumption made
to arrive at a particular solution [58,59]. As a result, quite often these results deviate from
the real situation of a practical problem. These restrictions can be relaxed significantly
in a numerical approach. Temperature-dependent thermophysical properties, the spatial
distribution of heat sources, radiative and convective heat losses, and the latent heat of a
phase transition can all be taken into account. The numerical solutions can be obtained
either by the finite element method or by the finite difference method.

The solution of the inverse problem of non-stationary heat conduction provides us
with an opportunity to determine the specific heat flow through the surface of the studied
object, provided that the mathematical model, the temperature field, and the coefficients
needed for the main equation are known. The direct problem of determining the tempera-
ture field at the internal points of the studied object from the known power distribution of
the energy flow is well-posed. Its solution satisfies the conditions of resolvability, unique-
ness, and stability [60,61]. The second type of boundary condition for the heat equation
includes the power density distribution of the applied heat flow. The inverse problem of
distribution determination is not always well-posed, because its solution is not always
unique and stable. There are approaches to solving ill-posed problems [62] based on
narrowing the range of possible solutions using additional assumptions regarding the
unknown function. In this case, non-existence and non-uniqueness can usually be over-
come by settling for “generalized” solutions, leading to the need to develop regularizing
algorithms. The theory of ill-posed problems has advanced greatly since A.N. Tikhonov
laid its foundations, but the most common way to solve such problems is the iterative
method described in detail in [62]. The condition for the iterations to end is the coincidence
of the required accuracy of the specified and obtained temperature values. The condition
of constancy in time of the heat flow for a well-posed formulation of the inverse problem
of heat conduction for determining the source is satisfied, since after a certain number of
iterations the temperature field at interior points of the object will have regularized [62,63].

There are a few publications on the topic of calculation of the power density distribu-
tion of the laser beam in order to determine a specific thermal exposure on the treated object.
However, these either do not consider the real geometry of samples and the temperature-
dependent thermophysical properties of processed materials (e.g., thermal conductivity,
specific heat capacity, surface heat transfer coefficient) [64] or are not sufficiently supported
by experimental data.

In [65], based on the use of methods for solving the inverse problem of heat conduction
presented in [60–64], an algorithm for the calculation of the power density distribution of
the laser beam was developed in order to create a desired thermal effect on materials. Using
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the approaches outlined in [62] for a particular problem, namely heat sources that move
with a constant linear or angular velocity on the surface of the material, the maximum
tolerable surface temperature was initially determined. Program parameters require us
to stipulate an initial polynomial power density distribution, the geometrical depth of
the targeted position of the intended structural transformation process, the maximum
temperature in that zone, and, finally, the tolerance limit or demanded accuracy. The
next step is to calculate a discretization of the power density distribution allocated in a
geometrical matrix. Then, the critical value for the linear velocity of the heat source is
determined in order to keep the temperature at the surface below or equal to the maximum
tolerable temperature. Then, by calculating the resulting temperature in the zone at the
target depth, the iterative calculation starts, followed by the determination of the mean
square deviation from the demanded temperature. This deviation is compared to the
tolerance limit specified as one of the program parameters. As long as the condition
of sufficient accuracy is not satisfied, a correction of the power density distribution is
implemented into the iterative process. The means of influencing it are modifications in the
velocity of the laser spot and realigning the optical element. The new values are entered
into the iteration continually until the accuracy criterion is satisfied. Then, the adapted
linear velocity and power density distribution are obtained, warranting the desired thermal
effect in the targeted zone.

It has been shown that the redistribution of the power density in moving heat sources
can adjust the temperature distribution in the treated zone. The results of thermal process
calculations show the capability of the developed algorithm to define the parameters that
create a more uniform temperature field across the width of the heat-affected zone. More
evenly distributed maximum temperature values in the center and the periphery of the
heat-affected zone are achieved and a greater width in the required range of temperatures
is reached. An improvement in the parameters of the temperature field in chrome–nickel–
molybdenum steel for laser heat treatment has been demonstrated. In addition to achieving
more uniform temperature conditions across the width of the heat-affected zone, the pro-
posed approach allows us to increase the width of the targeted isotherms of the temperature
field. In this way, larger areas per unit of time can be processed at the same laser power, or
the number of passes can be reduced. An example of the calculation results of maximum
temperature values before and after adaption of the power density is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The calculation results of maximum temperature values max[T(x, y, z)]y across the width of the heat-affected
zone of a rectangle-shaped heat source with power Q = 950 W moving at a constant linear velocity υ = 1.1 × 10−2 m/s on
the surface of chrome–nickel–molybdenum steel before (a) and after adaption of the power density (b). Temperature T:
(isothermal: 1—600 K; 2—750 K; 3—900 K; 4—1050 K; 5—1200 K) [65].

The structure of 40HNMA chrome–nickel–molybdenum steel (a Russian analogue of
40NiCrMo6 steel) in the cross section of the heat-affected zone after laser heat treatment
has also been studied. A preliminary calculation was carried out according to the above-
described algorithm presented in [65]. The metallographic analysis of the microstructure of
the specimen confirmed the absence of undesirable defects on the object’s surface. The heat
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influence had created several planar zones, in each of which the microhardness differed
from the initial one to varying degrees. The hardest surface layer, with reduced etchability,
was the martensite layer. Below this martensitic zone, a region of incomplete hardening
with a martensitic and ferritic structure was detected. Further into the material was the
transition zone. In the case of laser treatment of thermally hardened steel, this zone shows
a reduction in microhardness due to the formation of tempering structures (troostite or
sorbate, respectively). The initial structure of the material was a sorbite structure. The
formation of such structures in the heat-affected zone is caused by the character of the
distribution of temperature fields and the difference in the cooling rate along the depth
(Figure 4).
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The wear rate of samples of 40HNMA steel was investigated on a special stand in the
sliding friction mode according to the friction pattern of a shoe pressed against a rotating
disk. Discs from chrome–nickel–molybdenum steel had a diameter of 50 mm and a width
of 12 mm. The determination of the amount of wear by weight for the samples was carried
out by weighing them on an analytical balance; meanwhile, the configuration of these
samples was quite simple. It was established that, in comparison with the treatment with
high-frequency currents, the linear wear of the samples of 40HNMA steel decreased by
1.6–1.8 times after laser treatment with the use of diffractive optical elements [65]. After
tests, it was revealed that the friction surfaces that had undergone laser heat treatment did
not have the network of microcracks typical of specimens quenched by high-frequency
currents. At the same time, during the stage of steady-state wear, the wear rate and the
coefficient of friction remained stable.

4. Local Laser Annealing of Metallic Sheet Materials

Unlike hardening, laser annealing is used to obtain a structure with a higher degree
of equilibrium compared with the initial state [66,67]. This type of structure has greater
plasticity and lower hardness. Annealing requires a cooling rate that is significantly lower
than the critical rate. The most frequently implemented technique is laser recrystallization
annealing of coated or deposited thin films, which is designed to reduce stresses and
increase the stability of the material’s structure. Thin film coatings deposited on a substrate
in a vacuum or from the gas phase are characterized by the presence of a large number
of internal defects. Because of the high cooling rates during application, some of the thin
films have an amorphous structure. Subsequent to laser irradiation, the number of defects
in the crystal structure decreases, the density increases, and, consequently, the physical
and chemical properties change. For example, vacuum-deposited thin film coatings of
germanium have a grain size of several tens of nanometers and are characterized by low
hole-type conductivity. After laser recrystallization annealing, the grain size increases to
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several hundred micrometers, and the n-type electronic conductivity in germanium also
sharply increases. The reduction in the number of defects in the structure subsequent to
laser recrystallization annealing leads to a decrease in electrical resistance. This process is
widely used in the electronic industry for adjusting resistors that have not passed through
vacuum annealing. In addition, such annealing is used to fabricate contacts and current
tracks in semiconductor devices.

Furthermore, laser annealing is applied to decrease the hardness and increase the
plasticity of local sections for subsequent deformation [68]. In this way, laser recrystalliza-
tion annealing is applicable not only for processing semiconductor materials of electronic
equipment, but also for treating metal materials. High-speed heating of metallic materials
causes the initiation and termination of primary recrystallization to be moved to higher
temperatures. This leads to an increase in the number of crystallization centers, a reduction
in the recrystallization time, and a decrease in the grain size compared with slow heating.
The application of laser heating in combination with other types of metal processing, such
as pressure treatment, is of particular importance. Applied in this manner, laser heating
permits us to increase the plasticity of local sections of the material. The use of laser
annealing can be extraordinarily effective for processing materials such as hard alloys,
heat-resistant steels and alloys, and hardened or work-hardened alloys [69,70].

In the leading, most technically advanced branches, such as power mechanical en-
gineering and the aerospace industry, up to 20% of the mass of manufactured articles in
the category of the highest complexity is accounted for by workpieces from sheet material.
Their labor intensity in production is around 15% of the total of a manufactured prod-
uct [71]. For example, body parts that determine the relative position of components of the
product have a thin-wall structure with various recesses, stiffening ribs, etc. Despite the
variety of body shapes, sizes, and materials, these have common technical features, such as
tight tolerances for assembly and for fixing their location by reference to further structural
elements, all of which require high accuracy based on the metal forming process.

The major factors defining the critical limits of metal forming processes are tension
parameters and the plasticity of the material [72]. When using conventional technology in
the manufacture of parts from sheet metal that makes use of specialized equipment, the
efficiency and precision of the process are largely determined by the mechanical properties
of materials (tendency to harden, plasticity, durability, anisotropy of mechanical properties,
etc.). The manufacturing accuracy of parts depends on the tool’s precision and its design.
Aiming to minimize defects in finished works requires significant calibration efforts, which
can cause a decrease in operating speed. To warrant the specified properties in the manu-
facture of high-precision parts, additional thermal treatment stages are necessary, which
in turn raise expenses and cycle times or incur additional costs for the development of
advanced equipment. A way to overcome these problems may be local softening of the
deformed areas by pre-stamping before laser heat treatment [73,74].

Research in this area has been conducted mainly on dual-phase, retained austenite
and martensitic steels. For example, [75,76] demonstrate a local heat treatment that uses
a laser beam to soften the material where a high degree of formability is needed. Several
articles are devoted to restructuring by laser processing in order to improve the formability
of aluminum alloys. It was shown in [77] that material properties are locally changed by
laser-induced pre-treatment, enabling us to influence the material flow. For step-hardened
aluminum alloys, the laser heat treatment results in a dissolution of the precipitations,
i.e., a conversion from the stable, naturally aged material to the unstable, heat-treated,
and relatively soft intermediary component of the material. Subsequent studies were
mainly devoted to improving the formability of ultra-fine-grained or hardened as well as
multi-layered AlMgSi (6000 series) aluminum alloy by a specific heat treatment [78–80].
The authors of [81,82] state that compared with the traditional heat treatment process, for
precipitation hardening of aluminum alloys, a great advantage of laser heat treatment is
that the mechanical properties of materials in the treated area can be changed in a short time.
Formability is improved by defining a specific local heat treatment layout with reference to
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the geometry of the blank. It was shown that further research on innovative methodologies
to improve the formability of aluminum alloys still remains to be carried out.

An effective means to increase the durability of parts made of sheet metal and tubular
workpieces is the use of cold-worked materials with a high degree of hardness and low
plasticity. Improving the accuracy of the manufacturing process leads to a need for anneal-
ing between production operations, an increase in the metal forming effort, etc. [83–85]. In
this case, when manufacturing the part before the metal forming process, it is advisable
to subject local sections of a thin-walled metal workpiece to recrystallization annealing.
By improving the structural condition of sheet and tubular metal materials via their local
softening, a significant improvement in the scheme of the plastic flow of the metal and
the localization of deformations can be achieved [86–88]. The width of the annealing zone
of the workpiece and its location are determined by the accuracy of forming operations
and the condition of deformation without breaking. The specified width of the treatment
zone cannot be obtained by known methods of local heating other than laser irradiation,
since these do not possess a high power density [89]. In [90,91], the authors demonstrate
the possibility of the implementation of processes of alloy recrystallization at the high
temperatures and short exposure times that occur in the case of laser heating. Herewith, a
slow heat removal is realized when the thickness of the processed material is comparable
to the size of the heat-affected zone. The width and location of the annealing zone on the
blank are determined by the accuracy of forming operations and the allowable deformation
without fracture. In [92], the method of local laser annealing for metallic sheet materials
was developed. The conditions for the removal of cold-hardened material and the forma-
tion of a recrystallized structure were determined for aluminium alloys with a thickness of
1.5 mm and are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Conditions for laser annealing of aluminum alloys.

Thickness 1.5 mm

Beam power 600 W
Laser spot size 12 × 1.5 mm2

Processing speed up to 6 mm/s

To perform the local laser annealing, a diffractive free-form optic was used as a mirror
to focus the laser irradiation onto a spot of an approximately rectangular shape. Such
uniform thermal conditions across the width of the heat-affected zone were established as
a result of the power density increase at the periphery of the rectangle-shaped heat source
moving at a constant speed. Redistribution of power further to the periphery of the laser
spot was achieved by increasing the radius of the laser beam using a telescopic system.

A structural change caused by phase transformations occurs during the recrystal-
lization annealing of non-heat-treatable aluminum alloys [93,94]. The recrystallization
removes cold-hardened material created during plastic deformation. The metal acquires the
equilibrated structure with the minimum number of crystalline structural defects. When a
metallic alloy is heated up to the recrystallization temperature and subsequently cooled,
the shape and size of the grains change, which can be clearly identified by microscopy.
Figure 5 shows the structure of sheet material from a 5251 H18 aluminum alloy subsequent
to laser annealing. The alloy has a heterogeneous structure consisting of an α-phase solid
solution and a precipitated β-phase (Mg2Al3), which was partially dissolved in the initial
condition. During laser annealing, recrystallization of the deformed structure occurred.
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The local laser annealing of plastic deformation areas of sheet metal from an aluminum
alloy provides an increase in the maximum elongation and a decrease in the minimum
bend radius. A smaller bending radius and a reduction in spring back in the sheet metal
bending process facilitate the improvement of the precision in the manufacturing of aircraft
engine parts. Further material consumption, such as labor input, can be reduced due
to the elimination of finishing operations. The use of this annealing method before cold
stamping enhances the strength of parts. For instance, aircraft engine branch pipes made
of aluminum alloy showed increased strength after treatment.

5. Softening of Low-Alloyed Titanium Blanks

Titanium alloys are purposefully used for increasing the specific durability and rigidity
of products applied in power engineering and aerospace industries [95,96]. Medium and
high-alloyed titanium alloys are in most cases not suitable for cold shaping because of the
high deformation resistance, intensive hardening, tendency to crack, and tearing [97]. Low-
alloyed titanium alloys also show lower ductility, requiring heating during deformation.
The most important features determining the processing characteristics of these structural
materials are their low heat conduction and high interactivity with the environment along
with their limited suitability for cold deformation. Therefore, parts are manufactured by
heating the blanks using specially equipped stamping equipment. Heating is performed in
resistance furnaces by radiation and electro-contact heating [98–100].

The molding and calibration of parts on sheet-forming hammers and mechanical and
hydraulic presses are widely performed by radiation. Due to the significant temperature
differences, it is recommended that radiation be used to heat blanks of overall dimensions
of no more than 100 mm. The disadvantages of radiation heating are the unevenness of
the temperature distribution and the complexity of temperature control. Furnaces with
a protective atmosphere are recommended for the heating of titanium alloys due to their
high reactivity.

Laser heating is preferred because a local protective environment can usually be
created with less effort, thus avoiding intense oxidation and gas saturation of the surface
layers of metallic materials. In [101], we demonstrated for the first time in an experimental
study work-hardened metal release conditions and recrystallized structure formation by
laser heating, which showed the possibility of using these processes in low-alloyed titanium.
Using such a treatment allows us to process hot-rolled material with a fibrous structure
in order to obtain a recrystallized structure. The conditions for the laser annealing of a
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low-alloyed titanium alloy with a thickness of 2 mm are presented in Table 3. In this
case, the annealing zone has a granular structure, represented by α-phase and a small
amount of β-phase. The incomplete recrystallization after deformation is completed by
subsequent laser annealing and a grainy structure is formed. Figure 6 shows the structure
of low-alloyed Ti-2Al-1.5Mn rolled sheet titanium metallic material after laser annealing.

Table 3. Conditions for laser annealing of a low-alloyed titanium alloy.

Thickness 2 mm

Beam power 450 W
Laser spot size 10 × 1.5 mm2

Processing speed up to 4 mm/s
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Further studies showed that laser annealing enhances the ultimate tensile strain
and reduces the minimum bend angle for cold deformation of sheet metal. That would
open opportunities to expand the forming options of these materials in order to reach a
higher accuracy without additional heating. It is known that the equiaxial structure of
titanium alloy promotes maximum plasticity, while the needle-type structure causes very
high heat resistance. Creating structures in precise areas of the parts depending on their
purpose and operational conditions may represent an opportunity to provide products
with additional functionalities.

6. Creating Defect-Free Welded Joints of Nickel-Based Alloys

Nickel-based alloys are widely used in the aerospace industry due to their high
corrosion resistance at high temperatures and their special magnetic and thermal properties.
They are mainly used for the manufacture of engine parts. Diffractive free-form optics were
used for the butt welding of 0.4 mm thick plates from a heat-resistant Ni-based superalloy
with nickel content of no less than 50% of NiCr25WTi (Ni—25%, Cr—15%, W—0.5Ti) [102].
The StarWeld Manual Performance (SWMP) laser system, which provides a maximum
beam pulse energy of 110 J and in which the pulse duration can vary from 0.5 to 50 ms,
was used. The laser can operate both in the single-pulse mode and in the pulse-periodic
mode with a pulse frequency of up to 20 Hz.

It was determined that the formation of a welded joint using a laser source in the
form of a rectangle makes it possible to increase the area of the longitudinal section of the
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weld and, as a consequence, the joint strength. The small cross-sectional area of the weld is
retained; thus, this is a characteristic feature of laser-welded joints that determines their
main advantage, which is the ability to obtain welds that are limited in width with minimal
deformation of products. An assessment of the strength properties of joints from nickel-
based superalloys, created by pulsed laser irradiation with a redistribution of power and
energy density, was performed under static loading of the samples. The dependence of the
beam energy and pulse duration from the fracture force of the welded joint was determined.
It was established that when modes with a pulse energy of 20 J and a pulse duration of
4 ms were used, the maximum breaking load during tests for the static strength of the
welded joint reached the value of 820–860 N. The strength of the welded joint increased to
a value of 600–635 MPa, i.e., by 10–20%.

During microstructural analysis, the structure of the weld metal in the cross section
of the laser welding zone of the NiCr25WTi nickel-based superalloy was identified and is
presented in Figure 7. Along the boundaries and inside the grains of the complex-alloyed
solid solution, the initial structure contained carbide inclusions. During laser melting, the
carbides dissolved, and the cast zone had a homogeneous structure without voids and pits,
which indicated the high performance of the welded joint. Experimental studies showed
that the use of pulsed laser welding with a redistribution of the power and energy density
by means of diffractive free-form optics made it possible to obtain a welded joint with
a developed longitudinal section area. Recommendations for creating dense, defect-free
welded joints of nickel-based superalloys by pulsed laser irradiation with a redistribution
of power and energy density were developed.
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Overlap welding of NiCr25WTi Ni-based superalloy plates with dimensions of 65× 20 mm
and a thickness of 0.4 mm was also carried out. Welding with the use of diffractive free-form
optics was performed without any filler material or any shielding gas. During assembly,
the samples were placed into the assembly device along the stops and fixed with screw
clamps with a gap of less than 0.1 mm. The pulse energy was 35 J, the size of the laser
spot in the treatment zone was 0.4 × 3.5 mm2, and the pulse duration was 5 ms. In this
case, a full-penetration weld of the upper plate and a partial-penetration weld of the lower
one took place. The total depth of the penetration weld in the material was 0.7 mm. The
step of selecting the individual zones at which the laser irradiation was carried out was
performed such that the uniformity in the depth across the width of the heat-affected zone
was ensured. The movement speed of the laser beam relative to the samples being welded
was 2 mm/s, and the pulse frequency was 1 Hz. This treatment using diffractive free-form
optics was recommended as the basis for creating an industrial process.

7. Formation of Materials Structures of Coatings for Parts of Gas Turbine Engines and
Power Plants

In [103], a method for the formation of materials structures for parts of gas turbine
engines and power plants by laser irradiation with an increase in operational properties
was developed. During experimental studies, a ROFIN DC 010 CO2-laser was used.
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Gas–thermal plasma spraying with high economic efficiency is used in the manufac-
ture of gas turbine engines. However, the practice of spraying shows that plasma coatings
are layered, structurally and chemically inhomogeneous, and characterized by a developed
surface of joints between particles and an increased number of oxide inclusions. The
most significant indicators of the quality of coatings are adhesive and cohesive strength,
which characterize, respectively, the bond of the coating to the base and the adhesion
between particles in the coating. These mainly determine the reliability and durability of
the sprayed coating. With the aim of increasing hardness, laser exposure may be a process
for improving the properties of sprayed coatings on heavily loaded areas of the surface.
However, it has its own characteristic features due to the locality of the process and the
high power densities (q = 107–109 W/m2). A feature of the plasma spraying of a nickel–
aluminum (Ni-Al) alloy is increased heat release due to the occurrence of an exothermic
reaction of nickel aluminide (Ni3Al) formation. The release of additional energy from an
exothermic reaction is also possible with a subsequent exposure to heat. In this case, during
laser irradiation, pores and cracks are filled with melt, and the coating and the base are
welded, which makes it possible to increase the adhesion strength. The aim of the work
was the formation of materials structures by laser irradiation to improve the operating
characteristics of parts of gas turbine engines.

Using an optical system containing an element of diffractive free-form optics, the beam
was shaped into a rectangular laser spot whose largest side was set across the trajectory of
motion. The maximum power density was at the center of the laser spot. The distinctive
features of the developed method were that the shape of the laser spot and the power
density distribution of the irradiation were considered to be the main parameters of the
processing mode. With the help of optical devices for the formation of laser streams,
the required intensity distribution of the laser irradiation in the heat-affected zone was
created. Studies on the choice of modes for the laser processing of a part of the stator of
a high-pressure compressor of a gas turbine engine were carried out. The structure of a
sealing coating of aluminum–boron nitride (Al-BN), deposited on a sublayer of Ni–Al alloy
containing one third nickel and two thirds aluminum after laser treatment, is shown in
Figure 8.
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The surface was subjected to a two-stage treatment, the first of which was spraying
and the second was laser irradiation. Thus, laser irradiation made it possible to additionally
realize or complete the stage of development of volumetric interaction between the base
material and the material of the sublayer particles. The thermal cycle of laser processing
was 3–4 orders of magnitude longer than the time of interaction between the particles and
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the substrate in the gas–thermal method of sublayer deposition, and the impact and the
deformation of particles led to their rapid crystallization and cooling at rates reaching
106–108 K/s [104].

After laser heating of the processed material, the filling of the contact surface of
particles with welded regions can exceed 40–70% [105]. To test the joint deformation of
the coating, sublayer, and substrate, samples were made using the traditional technology,
using combined plasma–laser processing, as well as using interoperative laser heating of
the sprayed surface. It was determined that the application of the laser treatment to the
sublayer increased the bending angle by more than 1.5 times in the absence of cracking
and delamination of the sublayer and coatings. This indicates the increase in the adhesive
and cohesive strength of the deposited layers.

It was determined that studies on improving the operational properties by laser
processing of composite materials with an intermetallic coating of a thermo-reactive nickel–
aluminum alloy as a sublayer are of practical interest. During the study, it was revealed that
laser processing makes it possible to increase the adhesion strength, reduce the porosity
of the resulting coatings, and increase the corrosion resistance of the final product. The
improvement of these properties became possible only as a result of laser treatment after
the application of a Ni–Al sublayer before the spraying of the sealing material [103].

8. Discussion of the Presented Results

The use of diffractive optics for laser beam shaping provides us with an opportunity
to obtain specified properties of processed materials. Investigations of the thermal state
of the surface layers of materials subjected to laser irradiation, carried out in [55–59,64],
showed that the characteristics of the temperature field in materials (i.e., the magnitude and
gradient of temperatures and the rate of heating and cooling) are largely influenced by the
energy parameters of the irradiation, the movement speed of the energy source, the nature
of the power distribution in the beam, the thermophysical characteristics, and the geometric
dimensions of the processed material. The temperature gradient in the surface layer under
laser irradiation on large parts is high, reaching the value of 108–109 K/m, and gradually
decreases from the surface into the depth of the material [106]. High temperature gradients
also cause high cooling rates, which amount to a value of 103–106 K/s, depending on the
exposure time, the irradiation energy, and the laser’s operating conditions [107]. The rates
of laser heating are of the same order. This is predetermined by the characteristic structural
and phase changes in the local area of the material. The material structure formed under
such conditions has an increased dispersion, a specific distribution of alloying elements,
and some other features (for example, a developed dislocation structure).

To increase the width of the heat treatment zone, in [108–110] it was recommended that
several passes of the laser beam be performed with overlapping zones. When processing
with such heat-affected zones, layers were formed that had a fairly uniform microstructure
and microhardness along the movement direction of the heat source. However, in the
cross section, there were layers of tempering zones with reduced microhardness. Such
an energetic effect on parts applied in aerospace engineering, as well as processing with
surface fusion, is not allowed as a rule due to increased requirements for the uniformity
of the depth of the processing zone as well as the physical and mechanical properties of
the material.

Based on the use of methods for solving the inverse problem of heat conduction,
an algorithm for the calculation of the power density distribution of the laser beam was
developed to create a desired thermal effect in materials. The results of thermal process
calculations showed the capability of the algorithm to define the parameters for creating a
more uniform temperature field across the width of the heat-affected zone, which increases
the quality of the treatment. An improvement in the parameters of the temperature
field in chrome–nickel–molybdenum steel was achieved during laser hardening. The
metallographic analysis of the microstructure of the studied material confirmed the good
quality and uniformity in the depth across the width of the heat-affected zone in the
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absence of defects on the object’s surface. Laser thermal hardening of parts made of
chrome–nickel–molybdenum steel using diffractive optical elements allows us to increase
the wear resistance by 1.5–1.7 times. This can be achieved due to the creation in the surface
layer of a highly dispersed, weakly etched structure that has an increased hardness.

A method for the laser annealing of sheet materials from aluminum–magnesium alloy
and low-alloyed titanium alloys was developed. During laser annealing, recrystallization
of the deformed structure occurred in the equilibrated structure with a minimal number of
crystalline structural defects. The application of this method allowed researchers to achieve
an increase in the maximum elongation by 20–25% and a decrease in the minimum bend
radius by 1.7–2.0 times. This was possible due to local laser annealing of sections of sheet
material from a 5251 H18 aluminum alloy with a thickness of 1.5 mm, which underwent
plastic deformation. This has opened up opportunities for expanding the forming options
of these materials, without additional heating. The achieved parameters facilitate the
improvement of the precision in the manufacturing of aircraft engine parts. The application
of such an annealing method before cold stamping also enhances the strength of the parts.

The accuracy of stamped parts depends on a large number of factors causing errors.
Such factors include the type of the stamp, the method used to fix the workpiece, the
precision of the stamp’s manufacture and its wear, and the structure of the technological
process, i.e., the number and sequence of operations, with an increase in the number of
operations producing an increase in the number of errors [72,111]. When bending, the
accuracy is largely determined by the elastic and plastic properties of the material, which
determine the magnitude of elastic deformations (the elastic spring back expressed in an
angular measurement). Additionally, these properties cause linear dimensional errors in
the manufactured parts. Laser annealing with the use of diffractive optical elements made
it possible to increase the critical bending angle of sheet parts from low-alloyed titanium
alloys during cold deformation by 50–60%, which made it possible to shape them without
additional heating. The spring back angle during the bending of these parts decreased by
40–50%, which allows us to conclude that their accuracy has increased.

Experimental studies showed that the use of pulsed laser welding with a redistribution
of the power and energy density by means of diffractive free-form optics made it possible
to obtain a welded joint with a developed longitudinal section area. An assessment of
the strength properties of joints from a NiCr25WTi heat-resistant nickel-based superalloy,
created by pulsed laser irradiation, was performed under static loading of the samples.
It was determined that the strength of the welded joint increased by 10–20%. The use
of pulsed laser welding with a redistribution of the power and energy density makes it
possible to increase the strength of the welded joint of the heat-resistant nickel-based super-
alloy. Recommendations for creating defect-free welded joints of nickel-based superalloys
were developed.

All seams can be made to be both straight and circular. A specific feature of laser
welding is the ability to weld in hard-to-reach areas. Laser welding with a controlled spatial
distribution of power and irradiation energy can also be recommended in the manufacture
of aircraft engine parts from sheet materials of variable thickness, from difficult-to-weld
materials, and from dissimilar materials. Unlike electron beam welding, laser welding of
large structures of low rigidity with hard-to-reach seams does not require evacuation and
has the greatest prospects.

Studies on the choice of modes for the laser processing of a part of the stator of a high-
pressure compressor of a gas turbine engine were carried out. The possibility of improving
the operational properties of composite materials containing a sealing coating of aluminum–
boron nitride and an intermetallic coating of a thermo-reactive nickel–aluminum alloy as a
sublayer was shown. Increasing the adhesion strength of gas turbine engine parts became
possible by laser-treating the components after the application of a Ni–Al sublayer before
the spraying of the sealing material. To test the joint deformation of a coating, a sublayer,
and the substrate, samples were made using the traditional technology, using combined
plasma–laser processing, and using interoperative laser heating of the sprayed surface. It
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was determined that the application of the laser treatment to the sublayer provides the
opportunity to increase the bending angle by more than 1.5 times in the absence of cracking
and delamination of the sublayer and coatings. It was also revealed that laser processing
makes it possible to reduce the porosity of the resulting coatings and increase the corrosion
resistance of the final product.

9. Conclusions

The presented analysis proves the effectiveness of using diffractive free-form optics in
the laser processing of aerospace materials. Based on the solution of the inverse problem
of heat conduction, an algorithm was developed that calculates the spatial distribution
of the power density of laser irradiation in order to create the required thermal effect in
materials. It was shown that the redistribution of the power density of a moving heat
source makes it possible to regulate the temperature distribution in the processing zone.
The algorithm makes it possible to determine the required distribution of the power density
of the laser radiation, which can be created using diffractive free-form optics from the
set of temperatures at the points of exposure to the object, set in accordance with the
desired change in its thermal state. Laser thermal hardening of parts made of 40HNMA
chrome–nickel–molybdenum steel using diffractive optical elements increased the wear
resistance by 1.5–1.7 times.

As a result of the studies carried out on 5251 H18 aluminum alloy and Ti-2Al-1.5Mn
titanium alloy, the modes of laser annealing of cold-worked aluminum and low-alloyed
titanium alloys using diffractive free-form optics were determined. These modes ensure
the removal of hardened material and the formation of a recrystallized structure. The
application of laser annealing prior to cold stamping makes it possible to increase the
strength of components using cold-worked sheet and tubular blanks. Local laser annealing
of sections of aluminum alloy undergoing plastic deformation provides an increase in the
ultimate elongation by 20–25% and a decrease in the minimum bend radius by 1.7–2.0 times.
The application of laser annealing to a Ti-2Al-1.5Mn titanium alloy provided an increase in
the critical bending angle during cold deformation of the sheet parts by 50–60%, which
makes it possible to shape them without additional heating. The spring back angle during
the bending of parts made of low-alloyed titanium alloys using the developed technology
was reduced by 40–50%, which allows us to conclude that their accuracy has increased.

In butt welding of plates made of a NiCr25WTi heat-resistant nickel-based superalloy,
the use of diffractive free-form optics can increase the strength of the welded joint by
10–20%.

Studies on the improvement of the operational properties of composite materials with
an intermetallic coating from a thermosetting nickel–aluminum alloy as a sublayer using
laser treatment are of practical interest. Laser treatment offers the possibility to increase
the adhesion strength and reduce the porosity of the obtained coating and increase the
corrosion resistance of the product. The improvement in these properties became possible
only as a result of laser treatment using diffractive free-form optics after the deposition of a
Ni–Al sublayer before spray coating the sealing material.

Technological processes using diffractive free-form optics have only relatively recently
found application in the aerospace industry. For further research in this area, other pro-
cesses besides those described are of interest. For example, since laser processing using
diffractive free-form optics produced a reduction in the porosity of the resulting coatings,
there are good prospects for the local annealing of coatings.
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